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Book 7 

  



 

The Incursion Vessel has been opened. The High Evolutionary has been 

reborn into the new universe. But he seems off...and ΩFORCE is the 

only band of superhumans present to face off against the godlike 

being. 
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IMMORTAL GENIUS 

 

MOONDRAGON 
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SHAO-LOM MASTER 

 

STRONGHOLD 
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WARSKRULL 

 

SPIDER-WOMAN 

MEGA-ENHANCED 

SHIELD AGENT 

 

ENIGMA 

ELUSIVE LATVERIAN 

SUPER SPY 

 

ASA HAWKE 

NEW LOOK,  

OLD “FRIENDS” 

 

CHATTING MARKS  
CEO OF PSIFI 

INTERNATIONAL 

 

NICK FURY  

‘NUFF SAID 

 

HIGH 

EVOLUTIONARY 
WOULD-BE GOD 



PSI-FI INTERNATIONAL...OR WHAT’S LEFT OF THE EAST WING 

 

 

“WHAT IS THIS? The fruition of evolution has begat this new, 

this low, universe.” The amazing being’s body grew in height 

as he levitated up through the fresh hole made in the base. He 

was heading outside. He ignored the mortals in his presence. “I 

sense a virginity to this low universe. A perfect opportunity to 

reshape creation in its infancy. Thus, the task I was born into.” 

 

The team looked up as the High Evolutionary exited. Chatting 

said, “I can’t believe we survived that.” The team looked at 

K’os.  

 

The immortal scientist stood resolute, his hand outstretched, 

his body glowing, placed between where the Evolutionary was 

birthed and the team. He had summoned his own cosmic blast 

to divert the brunt of the counter-energies that emanated from 

the explosion.  

 

Moondragon said, “Somehow, K’os absorbed the blast. If not, 

we would have…” 

 

“Once more, I have saved this team.” K’os said. “It is 

becoming...redundant.” 

 

“What now?” Jessica asked. On reflex she had pulled a side-arm that she had 

picked up when they left Chatting’s office. She kept it trained on the rising being.  

 

Stronghold was huddled next to Chatting and Asa Hawke. His mind was on 

another teammate. “Asa, if this Enigma is like our Enigma, she is going after that 

Hydra guy, Oly. She made a promise. She’s figuring that we can handle this on 

our own. But, I don’t know about that. Chatting, with your permission may I take 

on your identity? I might be able to give Enigma an advantage.” 

 

Chatting nodded. Stronghold shifted from Skrull to an exact replica of the 

Austrian financier. “My lord. I am handsome,” Chatting remarked as the Skrull 

exited through the rubble. He then pointed at the High Evolutionary. “Who is that 

armored gent?” 

 

Asa helped Chatting to his feet as he answered the question. “Our former 

universe’s version of Herbert Edgar Wyndham. In this form he is the High 

Evolutionary, a near immortal demigod bent of advancing mankind to their 

pinnacle.” 

 



Jessica’s SHIELD training kicked into action. She waited for the High 

Evolutionary to exit then slipped off one of her high heels. She had slyly placed a 

flat COMdisk under the left heel’s interior toe pad. She took the disc and placed it 

on the back of her ear. “Helicarrier, we have a powerful bogey exiting PsiFi HQ. 

Designation: High Evolutionary. Pull up everything on this character that you 

have.” 

 

K’os remarked, “So someone was smart enough to bring along a Helicarrier.” 

[Unlike Nicky Fury. Last issue, fandom.] 

 

“Monitor the situation from a cloaked position until I instruct otherwise,” Jessica 

ordered the Helicarrier. She placed her heel back on, shoved her handgun into her 

skirt, and grabbed Chatting by the arm. “You’re with me until we figure this out. 

Everyone else, topside!” The SHIELD super-agent led the way clambering up the 

rubble and twisted I-beams toward sunlight. “If anyone has any intel on this 

character, feel free to speak up.” 

 

Asa followed Jessica. “Nth level telepath, technomorph, and energy wielder. Took 

down our world’s Avengers more times than I can count.” 

 

K’os didn’t follow the group. Instead, he moved toward the shrapnel that was 

once the Incursion vessel. “Go ahead. There is something here I may yet use.” He 

touched a sizzling piece of hull with his hand. SSZZZZHH!! “Ouch.” It burned 

him but he kept scouring for something useful. 

 

Asa climbed the rubble but looked back, wondering what insane idea K’os was 

putting together in his maddened brain. He had learned too much over the years 

working with the alien to bother arguing. Enigma had vanished. K’os in his own 

little mad scientist world. Ah. ΩFORCE at its finest.  

 

TOPSIDE 

 

THE PURPLE AND silver-clad High Evolutionary floated above the jungle canopy. 

He had grown to a towering entity thirty feet in height. His extrasensory powers 

reached in and around and through the island. “This world is new, yet old. A 

patchwork remnant with strands of matter from here and there. I must bring order 

to this chaos. Can this universe become mine to mold while yet in its infancy?” 

He reached out his armored hand and felt through every iota of DNA that existed 

on the island. His eyes glowed. Bonding. Becoming...  

 

Jessica Drew, Asa Hawke, Moondragon and Chatting exited into the jungle from 

the collapsed wall of PsiFi headquarters. Suddenly, their powers came alive. They 

were elated. And no better time either... 

 

Before they could celebrate, Moondragon reached into the mind of the High 

Evolutionary. Her eyes widened as she, with supreme effort, touched the massive 



mentality of the advanced being. She could not contain the panic in her voice. 

“Oh, no. His plans. Immense. We are all in grave danger!” 

 

ON THE BRIDGE OF THE HYDRA TERROR CARRIER 

 

THE CARRIER COMMANDER was choking Agent 479, a.k.a. Oly. His action was a 

combination of various frustrations. Angry that 479 sided with the heroes. Angry 

that Nick Fury slipped from his grasp. Angry that the deal with PsiFi was going 

south. A Hydra tech ran up with an important message.  The commander released 

his grip around Oly’s neck allowing the gasping man to drop to the floor. He 

would savor killing 479 later.  “Commander, as much as I hate to interrupt your 

justified torture of this traitorous bastard, the Antares yacht is returning to the 

Terror Carrier. However, we detect no one aboard the vessel.” 

 

The commander stepped over Oly’s gagging body as he went to the viewing 

monitor. He saw the yacht. “Interesting. Is it on auto-pilot?” 

 

“Seemingly,” the tech responded. “Orders?” 

 

“Keep monitoring. It could be a deception.” The commander needed to gain 

control of the situation. And he had no idea what the heroes were up to. 

 

BUT ENIGMA WAS in control. The Terror Carrier had opened its bay doors to allow 

Hydra patrol boats to exit. Decked in scuba gear acquired aboard the Antares, 

Enigma stealthily swam into the docking bay. No electronic device could detect 

her presence. She surfaced behind a small patrol boat and pulled herself onto the 

interior deck of the carrier. No one was present. She slipped out of the scuba gear 

and checked her costume. Misfit marbles. Check. Spy glasses. Check. Martial arts 

weaponry and handgun confiscated from sexy secretaries. Check.  

 

She still knew she had to get deeper into the vessel to track down Oly. If he was 

still alive. She didn’t want his death on her conscious. She saw a Hydra uniform 

hanging on a wall nearby. Perfect.  

 

PSI-FI INTERNATIONAL 

 

CY’VYLL HAD LIVED 70 years and one universe ago. He had served the great 

Skrull Empire as a low-ranked cosmic cartographer and historian. He was a drone 

among billions of shapeshifters. But here, now, in this new universe, he was a 

singular being, a hero, a member of ΩFORCE. He would not be the spineless, 

whimpering, cowardly soldier he once was. He would be a Stronghold! 

 

Well, actually, right now he would be Chatting Marks. He had assumed the guise 

of the financier to see if he could help Enigma. While the team was trying to 

figure out the motive of the High Evolutionary, Stronghold felt it his duty to help 



protect the new version of Enigma. She was acting out of heroism. And his heart 

responded to that. 

 

A group of armed secretaries came speeding around the corner of the alabaster 

corridor heading directly for their ‘boss’. “Mr. Marks! Mr. Marks! We were so 

worried. We thought we had failed you.” 

 

Cy’vyll had observed Chatting. The Skrull was a covert master. Within a short 

time, he had studied the man’s tone, demeanor, gestures and gait. He shoved his 

auto-pistol in his pants and said, “As long as you stay gorgeous, you will never 

fail me. Though I will give you proper spankings for allowing me to be abducted 

by our new allies.” 

 

The lead secretary’s face scrunched in cute confusion as the girls gathered around 

their boss and pet him. “New allies?” 

 

“Yes. ΩFORCE. My newest contractors. We are going to do wonderful things 

together,” he said. “No time for that now, though. Get me to my office. I need to 

contact Hydra.” 

 

And after one short sprint...Chatting moved through his battle strewn office where 

beat and bruised secretaries were nursing each other’s wounds after their skirmish 

with the Forcers. He went to his desk and activated his holographic monitor. He 

immediately was connected to the bridge of the Terror Carrier. He could see the 

Hydra commander pulling at Oly’s hair while kicking him in the ribs. “Have you 

completed the task? Or perhaps you failed me yet again, commander?” 

 

The commander stopped when he noticed he came on screen. “Oh! Hello there. 

We are working on capturing the anomalous being. Search teams are deployed all 

over the island.” 

 

“Yes. It looks like you are giving it your all,” Chatting sarcastically replied. “How 

embarrassing. Nonetheless, as a man of overwhelming prosperity I know that the 

road to success is often paved with failures. So I have decided to be forgiving, a 

thing that happens ne’er too often I assure you. I believe one of your crew 

members is directly responsible for the earlier blunder. In fact, I see you are 

tenderizing him now. Bring him to me so that I can personally deal with him and 

you will not go unrewarded. Come alone, commander, so that you and I can have 

a private discussion. Let us see if we can salvage our previous deal.” 

 

The commander liked the idea. He grabbed Oly by the ankle and started dragging 

him toward the boat launch deck. 

 

 

 

 



THE JUNGLES OF CHAMPAGNE SANDS 

 

MOONDRAGON GRIPPED HER head as she peered into the massive mind of the High 

Evolutionary. She could sense what he sensed. Feel what he felt. The towering 

figure was now intrinsically connected to every iota of DNA on the island and the 

surrounding waters. He was reading, perceiving the genetic instructions in every 

living organism, understanding their development, functioning and reproductive 

processes to the nth level. Even more fearsome, the High Evolutionary could 

perceive the newness of this universe he called low, residual energies from the 

cosmic birth of this reality. In this forming stage, every shred of matter in the low 

universe was malleable. 

 

In this virgin state, the Evolutionary knew that he could now imprint humanity 

with his will. Imprinted with his will he could guide their destiny as their all-

father. As their all-father he could lead them into the stars as a master race. He 

would first test his will on this small island, form an army of obedient evolved 

New Men, and, as evolution demands, conquer through might until the entire 

planet was subjugated to his will. 

 

Asa saw Moondragon’s distress. “Moondragon? What’s wrong?” 

 

Moondragon was torn. A master race of near-perfect, highly-evolved humans to 

propagate through the universe guided by one master will. And now was the only 

moment in this low universe wherein such a thing could take place. One time to 

make a difference that would change humanity’s destiny forever. Was that 

wrong? Or was that right? She was tempted to join the High Evolutionary on his 

great quest. She, too, understood the birthright of power. She, too, could reshape 

the universe! 

 

She shook the thought from her mind and gleaned additional information from the 

High Evolutionary. The High Evolutionary knew Asa Hawke...intimately. 

Moondragon send a telepathic warning to her teammates, but focused on 

primarily Asa. *The High Evolutionary knows the limitless potential of man. He is 

spurred on by the fact that Asa Hawke, the Corinthian, formed a universe of his 

own making and, thereby, survived the Incursion. He is also aware the role 

ΩFORCE played in thwarting the Celestials, paving the pathway for humanity to 

survive the collapse. Armed with such knowledge, the High Evolutionary plans to 

make himself a god here and now!* 

 

“‘Dragon, he’s too powerful. Hammering away at him won’t work,” Asa said. He 

had dealt with the High Evolutionary before. He had witnessed his near god-like 

power. “We need to slow him down. Give time for this world’s DNA to stabilize. 

We need to...HURK!” 

 

Asa suddenly stopped talking as a tendril of blue energy zipped from the 

Evolutionary’s finger, connected with his forehead, and lifted him off of his feet 



as if crucified by power. It immediately sparked in Asa a rush of memories. He 

recalled what it was like to embody the power of the Celestials. The power to 

create a universe. It was wonderful. And the High Evolutionary was offering him 

the chance to do it again. But not in a dream world but in a real universe. Asa 

could feel his DNA heeding the call as his body glowed blue with amazing sonic 

energy and an evolution of power began to occur. His muscles were growing. His 

senses widening. He just needed to give in!  

 

The High Evolutionary said, “Come to me, Asa Hawke. Become one of my New 

Men!” 

 

HYDRA TERROR CARRIER 

 

THE HYDRA COMMANDER yanked Oly from the elevator once it reached the belly 

of the carrier. They were on the interior ship deck heading for a boat. The area 

was vacant of any other Hydra agents. Most had headed to Champagne Sands to 

join the search for Nick Fury. The commander spotted one lone Hydra agent, a 

female. “You! Over there. Pilot a boat for me to the island. I need to deliver this 

traitorous scum to our business partner.” 

 

Behind the mask, Enigma gasped. It couldn’t be this easy. She thought she would 

have to storm the Terror Carrier to find Oly. And now he was hand delivered to 

her. She simply walked up to the commander, delivered a swift uppercut 

CHAKT!, and used her other hand to land a throat grab with such force that the 

man was slammed onto his back on the deck WHAM! “Play your cards right and 

you may leave with some limbs intact. Though I’m tempted to end you for hurting 

people I like.” 

 

“Enigma!”  Oly exclaimed with joy.   

 

THE JUNGLES OF CHAMPAGNE SANDS 

 

MOONDRAGON LOOKED UP as the High Evolutionary drew in Asa on a tendril of 

energy like a fisherman reels in a catch. Jessica and Chatting were not sure of 

what to make of the situation. Chatting said, “I have a gut feeling that today is 

really going to change my life.” 

 

The bald, female telepath said, “Me too,” as she reached out to take control of the 

situation. “Carpe diem quam minimum credula postero,” she uttered blinded by 

power lust. If the new world was going to be in anyone’s perfect image, it would 

be her own! She emitted a telepathic bolt of immeasurable proportions. She was 

so sure of herself, so sure she could master the mind of the High Evolutionary. 

She was dead wrong.  

 

The titan allowed her into his mind. But she soon found herself shunted into a 

mental maze of infinite proportions. The Evolutionary then opened her mind to 



the wonders of DNA, creating a labyrinth of genomes to perplex her senses, the 

infinite combinations that are the building blocks of all life in the universe.  

 

As Moondragon struggled to find her way out of the mental trap, Chatting and 

Jessica fearfully observed the amazing transformation the High Evolutionary 

inflicted on the telepath. A blue cocoon of raw energy 

formed around the woman. Her body was shredded into 

tendrils of raw DNA strands. Disassembled. 

Reconstructed. Made into something better. More 

advanced. A new form. An explosion of blue matter. 

Chatting gasped. Jessica kept a finger on her gun’s 

trigger and changed her target from the High 

Evolutionary to Moondragon. Floating amidst the wispy 

remnants of azure threads was a being who once was 

Moondragon but now assumed the appearance of an 

advanced, evolved jellyfish along the order of pelagia 

noctiluca. Her humanoid body was sleek and blue and 

beautiful. But her head resembled the oceanic creature 

with long stingers that extended ten meters in every direction and spiraled around 

her newly born body like streamers at a May Day festival. 

 

“I am running now,” Chatting blurted out as he broke into a sprint and dashed into 

the jungle. 

 

Asa could feel the power infusing his whole body. Every fiber of his being. But 

he also knew that power like this required obedience to the giver. Asa was aware 

of the High Evolutionary’s machinations; he would work for the advancement of 

humanity by exploiting the potential locked 

away in their DNA. But he would do so at 

any cost, sacrificing any and all that would 

stand in his way. Asa couldn’t allow that. 

He resisted. 

 

The Evolutionary sensed the resistance. He 

pushed back encompassing both Jessica 

and Asa in his envelope of power. “You 

shall submit!” he declared as Moondragon 

took her place behind her new master. 

 

As Asa struggled to maintain self, Jessica 

was blasted backwards by the strange 

radiations. The Evolutionary smiled. “Ah! 

This genome I know. A slightly different 

flavor heralding from this universe. Still, 

one I am familiar with and shall easily 

transform into one of my own.” Jessica 



writhed on the ground as her body took on an awesome yet eerie metamorphosis. 

“Isn’t that so, my Spider-Woman!” 

 

“Yesssss, Masssster,” the Spider-Woman said as she rose to her feet, her new 

body bristling with enhanced power! 

 

CLOAKED SHIELD HELICARRIER 

 

“ARE YOU SEEING this, Captain?” the SHIELD technician asked.  

 

The Helicarrier had come in cloaked one-eighth mile south of Champagne Sands 

at an altitude of 2,000 feet. They had locked onto the Terror Carrier but had not 

taken action since they were undetected. As ordered, they had been tracking Fury 

and Drew. Both the Helicarrier’s sensors and SHIELD satellite footage 

transmitted imagery regarding Drew’s fearsome transformation. 

 

Captain Keana Skidmore didn’t want her crew involved in a firefight but this 

High Evolutionary character had forced her hand. “Spider-Woman is 

compromised. Fury, get the hell away from the Evolutionary’s coordinates. 

Weapons crew, target that overgrown bastard. On my mark fire everything we 

have. And I mean everything!” 

 

“Target acquired and locked, Captain,” the crew reported. 

 

INSIDE PSI-FI HEADQUARTERS 

 

K’OS WAS BUSY cobbling together a power dampener using remnants of the 

Incursion vessel. If he could convert the facility’s power nullification grid into a 

cannon capable of emitting a coherent beam of quasi-phasic energy he might be 

able to depower the High Evolutionary before the situation worsened. He spoke to 

the computers as he pushed the makeshift cannon under the gaping hole in the 

structure and took aim at the titanic target. “Enhance power field by 105%. 

Connect with main superstructure power grid. Target the High Evolutionary…” 

The cannon began to charge. 

 

The High Evolutionary sensed the energy build up. He looked down on the 

contraption. The technomancer sensed the machine’s purpose. His eyes glowed 

and K’os’ device began to transform into another type of machine that took aim at 

the crystalline man. The Evolutionary spoke. “What manner of being have you 

become? Perhaps you have not changed at all. Still a being of chaos. Your genetic 

structure, the remnants of an extinct universe like the exhaust from a dying star. 

The leftovers of a trillion universes. One with the timestream.” The Evolutionary 

raised his hand in the air and the newly formed device encircled K’os before he 

could escape. It charged up and fired a cascade of soul-searing energy at the 

cosmic being. “You cannot truly be destroyed. But you can be devolved!” 

 



“YEEARRGGGH!” K’os let forth a cry of pain that sent 

chills through the soul of everyone within earshot. The 

bright, tortuous lights faded. A vile stench filled the air as 

the smoke cleared from the naked figure that lay in the fetal 

position amidst a fresh pool of vomit and excrement. No 

longer in his cosmic form, K’os rose shaking and 

emotionally distraught. The crystalline monster was gone. 

Only a Romulan male stood in its place. 

 

The High Evolutionary looked down on his handiwork with pride. He turned his 

attention back to Asa. “Now, Asa Hawke, prepare to…” BA-DRAK-A-BOOM! 

 

The titan’s words were cut short as a ground-shaking barrage of weapon’s fire 

blasted him from the scene. Moondragon, Spider-Woman and Asa were pushed 

away from the epicenter by the teeth-shattering shockwave.  

 

SHIELD HELICARRIER 

 

THE BRIDGE CREW of the Helicarrier cheered. But Captain Skidmore remained 

focused. “Quiet down, people. We hit that turkey with enough firepower to level 

Chicago. But we also just revealed ourselves to Hydra. Stay alert.” 

 

 

EVEN FROM INSIDE the Terror Carrier, Enigma heard the thunder of the 

Helicarrier’s attack. Though still held down by the throat from his Latverian 

assailant, the Hydra commander took advantage of the momentary distraction, 

pulled his weapon from his side holster and prepared to fire. 

 

Moving with amazing quickness, Enigma smacked the gun away. It skid across 

the deck and into the water. Then she tightened her grip on his neck once more 

and slammed him down. SLAM! “That’s it. I’ve decided you have one hand too 

many.” She began dragging the terrified commander toward the vacant patrol 

boat. 

 

Oly gleefully followed. 

 

THE JUNGLES 

 

FURY SKILLFULLY PILOTED the water-logged flying car over the shockwave that 

ensued after the Helicarrier unleashed its batteries on the purple-armored titan that 

had shown up on his craft’s screens. He had heard the order from Captain 

Skidmore. But he had trouble believing anyone could survive a direct hit of such 

magnitude. Plus, purple shrapnel was raining down. And one of his best agent’s, 

Spider-Woman, was near the epicenter of the blast. 

 



The flying car sputtered as it kicked out the last remnants of saltwater from its 

engines. Just then, Fury spotted Chatting Marks running through a clearing. He 

banked the car right in front of the frazzled man. “Hey! You! Marks!” Fury 

pointed in the direction of the mushroom cloud. “What just blew up?” 

 

Chatting did not wait to be asked. He hopped in the flying car. “Hi. You know 

me? Nice. I see you’re with SHIELD. Good. I own this place. Big cosmic guy 

popped out of a spaceship and mutated my ex-wife, Jessica Drew.” 

 

“Ex-wife?!?” Fury said surprised. “Never mind that now. How do we stop him?”  

 

“I was kind of hoping that big boom meant he was stopped. Isn’t that what 

superheroes are for?” Chatting asked as he primped his hair in the mirror.  

 

“Did you see a big diamond-studded scientist over there?” 

 

“Oh. That K’os fellow? Yes. Saved us all from being blown to smithereens.” 

 

Fury hit the accelerator and the flying car took off. “Gotta’ find him. In the 

meantime, tell me everything you know about this High Evolutionary.” He 

flipped on his COM. “K’os, I’m coming in.” 

 

SHIELD HELICARRIER 

 

BRA-DA-DA-BOOM! The crew of the Helicarrier lurched forward as the mighty 

vessel was bombarded by the Terror Carrier from below. Every red, blue and 

yellow light on every terminal and wall plate began blinking violently. Skidmore 

yelled amidst a rain of sparks, “They know we are here. Status report!” 

 

An OPS tech said, “They are targeting our communications array. Long-range 

sensors are at 10% accuracy. Satellite link offline.” 

 

THE JUNGLE 

 

MOONDRAGON AND SPIDER-WOMAN rose to their feet. They were eager to know 

the fate of their new master. The surrounding area had been reduced to black, 

burning timber by the Helicarrier’s assault. Asa, still struggling against his own 

body, blinked away the smoke from his eyes and looked in the direction of where 

the 30-foot being once stood. He could see a red-hot figure rising. 

 

“Such is the way of humanity,” the baritone voice said. “Which is why a new 

template must be established today.” The smoke cleared. The titan was on his 

knees. The High Evolutionary’s entire midsection was blown open. His left arm 

was missing. His mask was misshapen and dripping blood. Fragments of flesh and 

armor were scattered all over, even hanging from trees and raining from the sky. 

But they were wiggling, crawling, and dragging themselves back to the main 



body. He was healing. He used his right arm to point at Asa. “Spider-Woman, 

subdue Asa Hawke. Moondragon, bring me the Skrull.” 

 

“Yesss, Massster,” the newborn arachnid said as she charged Asa at full speed. 

FWAMM!! Before Asa could react, the black and red streak had body-slammed 

him into the burnt husk of a tree.  

 

Moondragon was already on top of Asa as he rolled to a stop. Her telekinetic 

stingers ZAKT! put a quick end to his consciousness. Another set of stingers flew 

towards Stronghold. He had been hiding, observing the spine-chilling battle. *I 

see you!* The Skrull’s attempt to change his form into a blackened tree stump 

may have fooled a normal passerby. But the skilled, evolved telepath could sense 

him like a flare at night. Her stingers connected ZAKT! with the shapeshifter 

before he could launch a defense. His body changed from blackened stump to 

inert Skrull clump.  

 

The Evolutionary walked towards Spider-Woman and Moondragon. His flesh had 

regenerated. His armor clanked into place as it flew in from all directions. Even 

his arm formed bloody tendrils with his torso. The tendrils reeled the armored 

appendage in and reattached the amputated arm.  

 

The enthralled females brought the Evolutionary a prize; each with a fallen Forcer 

in their arms. Like a priest ordaining new ministers, the advanced human 

stretched his arms out over Asa and Stronghold as the flora and fauna itself bowed 

before its new master. He announced, “Now, my set is complete. Let the era of 

New Humanity begin!” 

 

STAY TUNED FOR THIS TERRIFYING TALE’S RIVETING CONCLUSION!!! 

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1rcxlP3qYQFJOq0pj0duu8w-1ykfSa7NnaKwUgr-A09Y/edit

